Making Connections – One Word at a Time

The object of the game is to create a story, but by only saying one word at a time. It helps create a bond between the players by increasing trust and by having fun.

What to do:
This game must have at least two people but can have more. The first player will start by saying the first word of the story, and the second player will say the next word, and the two players will take turns until the story ends. (If there are more players, the turns go around in a circle with each person saying a new word.) The players can start new stories until they grow tired of the game. Play as long as you want!

Ideas for stories:
- Journey through space
- Jungle adventure
- Travelling through the city
- Animal stories (the players recall the story from an animal’s point of view)
- Under the sea
- What you see and hear on a road trip

An example:
Player 1: One  
Player 2: day  
Player 1: Tommy  
Player 2: went  
Player 1: into  
Player 2: space!  
Player 1: The  
Player 2: first  
Player 1: thing  
Player 2: he  
Player 1: saw  
Player 2: was  

And so on...

If you want to write down the story you created together, use the back of this sheet. You can play as long as you want. Be funny, silly and create exciting stories. Everyone will enjoy the laughter and remember this good time of family fun.